"Cozy Scarf" A FREE DESIGN FROM AMY BUTLER

Please pre-wash and press all of your fabric before you get started on your project. Have fun!

Material needed:
2 1/2 yards of cotton Flannel for the Scarf
1 small spool of thread
1 yard of a coordinating ball fringe

Tools needed:
Turning tool – A pointed tool that can push out the corners on your project. (For example, a closed pair of scissors.)
Hand sewing needle
Scissors

Step 1.
MEASURE AND MARK THE PATTERN PIECES DIRECTLY ON YOUR FABRIC

For the Scarf
-Cut 1 Scarf Panel – 17” wide x 90” long

A. Measure and mark the Scarf measurements directly onto your fabric. Then, with your scissors cut out the Scarf Panel.

For the Ball Fringe
-Cut 2 lengths – 17” long

Step 2.
ATTACH THE FRINGE TO THE ENDS OF THE SCARF

A. First, place the first piece of fringe onto the RIGHT side of the Scarf Panel, matching up the tab on the fringe with the raw edges of the Scarf Panel. NOTE: The Ball Fringe will be toward the inside of the Scarf Panel.

B. Then, on each cut end of the Ball Fringe, turn it in 1/2” and pin the fringe in place.

C. Machine baste the fringe to the panel by stitching across the length of the fringe.

D. Repeat Steps 2A through 2C to attach the other piece of fringe to the other end of the Scarf Panel.

Step 3.
MAKE THE SCARF

A. Fold your Scarf Panel in half lengthwise with the RIGHT sides together. Stitch a 1/2” seam across both ends of the Scarf and down the long side, leaving a 6” opening on the long side of the Scarf, backstitching at each end.

B. Trim the corners – With your scissors, trim the four corners of the Scarf making sure not to clip the stitching.

C. Turn the Scarf RIGHT side out – Pull the Scarf through the opening you left on the side of the Scarf. Push the corners out using your turning tool and press the Scarf flat.

D. Fold in the raw edges of the opening and pin it closed. Hand stitch the opening closed. Press your Scarf flat.

Your Scarf is complete!
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